INSTINCT, INTELLIGENCE AND CHARACTER
a genius without it; but genius is needed for the creation
of the notation. The help given by the notation comes
to pass in two chief ways : by enabling details of situations
to be seen at a glance, and by enabling rules of manipulation
already familiar in another realm to be transferred to the
new province. Good examples of the first point are the
chemical notation, e.g. H20 for water, or GJl^^O for a
general class of alcohols ; and in mathematics, the second
point is illustrated, for example, by the superiority of the
notation, in the " Rule of Three," of
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3 : 4 :: 9 : 12
For by the employment of the former notation we are
enabled at once to use all our knowledge about fractions.
Instead of learning a new rule, that the " product of the
inntft numbers equals the product of the outer numbers "
(4 x 9 = 3 x 12), we treat the whole by our former
knowledge of simple equations. On a large scale this
process is seen all over the realm of mathematical physics.
Getting the equations of some new phenomenon into a form
where the known mathematics of wave motion in water (say)
can be applied, is a familiar task. Just as words represent
concepts, represent general ideas divested of irrelevant
details, so mathematical symbols represent such general
ideas, with the additional advantage that not only are the
irrelevant details omitted, but the distinguishing details are
indicated in a way not usual in words, except it be in scientific
words such as tetramethylbutane. The importance of being
able to transfer abilities acquired in one field to do useful
service in another, as in these mathematical examples, is
very great. It is furthered to some extent also by ordinary
words, especially by all the language of relationships. Our
word-making, both in the history of language and in every-
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